
WY 4-H DOG OBEDIENCE SCORE SHEET-- OPEN CLASS 
   
 

              Contestant's Number _______________                 Date __________________         Judge _______________________        A or B  

 
                                                   Name of Show _________________________________   Breed _________________________________    Jump Height:_______________       

   
EXERCISE & 
COMMANDS 

Major Deductions (non-
qualifying performance) 

Minor Deductions 
SUBSTANTIAL                                                                             MINOR 

Max 
Points 

Points 
Off 

NET 
SCORE 

HEEL FREE (off 

leash) 
In any order  
Forward 
Halt 
Left turn 
Right turn 
About turn, Slow, 
Fast, Normal 
Exercise finished 

FIGURE 8 
(off leash) 
Forward, Halt, 
Exercise finished 

 HF Fig 8                                                                                         Fig 8  HF  
 
 
 
 

40 
   

 
 
 

  
 Unqualified heeling   Extra commands or signals   

 Unmanageable   No change of pace on Slow/Fast   

 Leaving handler   Handler lacks brisk pace   



 
Handler continually adapts 
pace to dog 
 

  Improper heel position   



 


 
Forging………………………………………… 
Lagging ……………………………………….. 



 


 

  Crowding handler………………………………..   

  Heeling wide on Turns/About turns……………   

  No Sit……………………………………Poor Sit   

  Sniffing……………………………………………  

  Handler error……………………………………..  

COMMAND 
DISCRIMINATION 
Stand your dog 
Leave your dog 
Down your dog 
Leave your dog 
Sit your dog 
Return to your dog 
Exercise finished 

 Did not remain in place  Walks forward/moves with each position change............................   
 
 

30 

  
 Did not remain in position 

before handler returns 

 Changed position after handler returns to heel position 

 Fails to change position on first 

command/signal 

 Holding signal longer than 2 seconds 

 Handler error (touching dog, 
failure to remain stationary, 
etc) 

 Additional stay commands when leaving dog (one after each 
position change is acceptable) 



 Anticipates command(s)  Handler error (eg moving or out of position when giving stand 
command, hands not at sides when returning) 



DROP ON 
RECALL 
 
Leave your dog, call 
your dog, down, call 
your dog, finish, 
exercise finished 

 Did not come on first command 
or signal

 Stood or laid down before recall   
 
 

30 

  
  Slow response to recall 

 Extra command or signal to 
stay

 Slow drop 

  Failure to come directly to handler 

 Sat out of reach  Failure to come at a brisk trot or gallop 

 Failure to drop on first 
command or signal 

 Handler error (eg moving feet, hands not at sides) 

  No front or finish 

 Anticipated recall command  Poor front or finish.......................................................... 

RETRIEVE ON 
FLAT 
 
Throw it 
Send your dog  
Take it 
Finish 
Exercise finished 

 


Fails to go out on first 
command or signal 

 Failure to go directly to dumbbell   
 
 
 

20 

  
 Failure to go or return at brisk trot or gallop  

 Did not deliver dumbbell to 
handler's hands 

 Handler error (eg moving feet, hands not at sides, dropped 
dumbbell) 

 

 Anticipated command  Mouthing dumbbell.............................................................  

 Extra command or signal  No sit in front / No finish..................Poor front / poor finish  

 Sat out of reach  Dog dropped dumbbell......................................................  

 Fails to retrieve  Touched handler................................................................  

 Anticipated finish................................................................  

RETRIEVE OVER 
HIGH (PANEL) 
JUMP 
Throw it 
Send your dog  
Take it 
Finish 
Exercise finished 

 Extra command or signal to 
stay, come, or jump 

 Handler error (eg hands not at sides, moving feet, etc)   
 
 

30 

  
 Dog or handler touched jump  

 Fails to jump   No front or finish  

 Anticipated  recall command  Poor front or finish ………………………….........…….....  

 Anticipated finish …………………………………………..  

 Climbing jump  Touched handler …………………………….......  

BROAD JUMP 
Leave your dog 
Send your dog 
Finish 
Exercise finished 

 Anticipated command  Hesitation, pause, or reluctance to jump   
 

30 

  
 Refuses to jump on first 

command or signal 

 Touches jump while jumping  

 Failure to go directly  to handler  

 Steps on/between boards  No front or finish   

 Does not jump full distance  Poor front or finish ………………………….........…….....  

 Sat out of reach  Anticipated finish …………………………………………..  

STAND STAY GO 
GET YOUR 
LEASH 
Stand your dog 
Leave your dog 
Return to your dog 
Exercise finished 

 Fails to stand on first 
command or signal 

 Changed position after handler returns to heel position   
 
 

20 

  
 Moves a short distance away after being left  

 Repeated whines/barks  Moves feet (repeatedly = substantial deduction)................  

 Moves a significant distance 
away 



 
Handler error (eg not waiting for judge command to return, 
touching dog before exercise finished command. moving feet 
when giving stand command.............................................. 



 

 Does not remain in position 
until handler returns to heel 

  

     

Explanation of penalty  MAXIMUM POINTS 200   

Dog Dog's lack of willingness or enjoyment of work  Lack of smoothness and naturalness by the handler   
Disciplining dog in ring    Shows fear      ExcusedFouling  ring(a disqualification)      

 Less Penalty for                             
Unusual Behavior 

 

Handler Appropriate dress (clean, neat, safe) 
Demeanor       Grooming       Sportsmanship       Courtesy 

 

TOTAL NET 
SCORE 

 

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 4-H                                       (Revised February 2022)  

JUDGES: Please see current 4H guidelines for exercise descriptions 
Dogs receiving major deductions (failure to complete the essential components of the exercise) must not qualify for state fair  

or receive a score greater than 170 points. 


